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Abstract
Force sensors are at the heart of different technologies such as atomic force microscopy or inertial
sensing [2, 1, 3]. These sensors often rely on the measurement of the displacement amplitude of mechan-
ical oscillators under applied force. Examples for such mechanical oscillators include micro-fabricated
cantilevers [3], carbon nanotubes [4] as well as single trapped ions [5, 6] . The best sensitivity is typi-
cally achieved when the force is alternating at the mechanical resonance frequency of the oscillator thus
increasing its response by the mechanical quality factor. The measurement of low-frequency forces, that
are below resonance, is a more difficult task as the resulting oscillation amplitudes are significantly lower.
Here we use a single trapped 88Sr+ ion as a force sensor. The ion is trapped in a linear harmonic trap,
and is electrically driven at a frequency much lower than the trap resonance frequency. To be able to
measure the small amplitude of motion we combine two powerful techniques. The force magnitude is de-
termined by the measured periodic Doppler shift of an atomic optical clock transition and the Quantum
Lock-in technique is used to coherently accumulate the phases acquired during different force half-cycles.
We demonstrate force detection both when the oscillating force is phase-synchronized with the quantum
lock-in sequence and when it is asynchronous and report frequency force detection sensitivity as low as
5.3× 10−19 N√
Hz
.
Force sensors are important for many applications ranging from computer game consoles to precision
measurements of fundamental physics. Most force sensors rely on the displacement of mechanical oscillators
as an estimator for the applied force. Trapped atomic ions can be well approximated as harmonic mechanical
oscillators that are highly sensitive to electrical forces. Moreover, due to the extremely high quality factor of
ion traps, even very small forces that are resonant with the ion-trap harmonic frequency can yield relatively
large displacements. The ion displacement amplitude is usually measured through its associated Doppler
shift on an optical transition [7]. Previously, ion-trap experiments have demonstrated yocto-Newton range
measurement sensitivity [6, 5] of forces that were alternating at frequencies that varied between 50 − 900
kHz. Measuring forces that oscillate at frequencies much lower than this range is a challenge if one wishes
to maintain the mechanical resonance condition. This is because as the trap weakens and the resonance
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frequency is lowered, the ion departs from the Lamb-Dicke regime which is a pre-condition to many trapped-
ions control techniques. Moreover, low trap frequencies result-in faster heating times and a loss of sensitivity
to displacements. If one wishes to measure forces that oscillate at a frequency of a few hundreds of Hz, for
example, there is no alternative but to measure this force when it is off-resonance with mechanical resonance
at a much higher frequency, resulting in significantly smaller oscillation amplitude. The measurement of low
frequency forces will therefore necessitate high sensitivity Doppler-shift measurement techniques.
The most accurate frequency measurements to date have been performed on narrow optical-clock transi-
tions in laser-cooled atoms or ions. The state-of-the-art frequency comparisons are with fractional uncertainty
in the 10−18 range [8, 9]. An optical clock transition in a single trapped ion can therefore serve as an excel-
lent mean to measure small Doppler shifts. Previously, periodic Doppler shifts on optical clock transitions,
resulting in motional side-bands at the trap harmonic frequency, have been used for precision ion thermom-
etry and sideband cooling. Similarly, motional sidebands can also be used for ion micromotion detection
and compensation. The detection of oscillatory motion through its associated periodic phase modulation is
ultimately limited by the transition phase noise at the relevant frequency. Since optical atomic clocks with
transition linewidths narrower than one Hz have been demonstrated, forces that are oscillating in the 10 -
1000 Hz range can be readily detected.
Sideband spectroscopy is a very useful measurement technique. however, when the phase modulation
amplitude is small the sideband decreases linearly with the modulation depth. Moreover, the small sideband
is often difficult to differentiate from the noisy background. An efficient method of measuring an oscillat-
ing signal by a quantum probe, in the presence of noise, is the Quantum lock-in technique [10]. Here, a
probe superposition is time modulated by a Hamiltonian term, e.g. σˆx, that does not commute with the
noise and signal operators, e.g. σˆz. The resulting dynamics decouples the probe phase evolution from any
frequency component that does not spectrally overlap with the probe modulation and enables a significant
prolongation of the probe coherence. On the other hand, frequency components that match some part of the
modulation spectrum yield a phase which accumulates as the probe evolves with time. If the desired signal
spectrally overlaps with the probe modulation it imprints a coherently-accumulated phase signal which can
be subsequently measured. Quantum lock-in detection of different probes has recently led to high-precision
magnetometery as well as electric field measurements [12, 13, 11]. In a recent experiment this technique was
also used in order to evaluate the phase-noise spectral density of an optical atomic clock [14].
Here we use an optical atomic clock transition in a single trapped 88Sr+ ion and the quantum lock-in
technique for the purpose of force metrology. The ion is trapped in a linear Paul trap with radial frequencies
close to 2.3 MHz, and axial frequency of 1.13 MHz, and Doppler cooled to a temperature of T = 2 mK
on a strong dipole allowed transition at 422 nm. The optical clock transition we use for force measurement
is the S1/2 → D5/2 electric quadrupole transition at a wavelength of 674 nm and a natural linewidth of
approximately 0.4 Hz. The clock laser beam crosses the trap axis, and therefore the direction of ion motion
at an angle of 45o. At our temperature the resulting Lamb-Dicke parameter for this transition, η = 0.06,
2
is sufficiently small to allow for resolved motional sidebands to be observed and a Doppler-free Carrier
transition. Detection of successful electron-shelving to the D5/2 level is performed through state selective
fluorescence on the 422nm transition. The meta-stable D levels are depleted using two infra-red re-pump
lasers. A schematic diagram of the atomic levels involved is shown in Fig. 1b. More details about our
experimental set-up can be found in [15]
Our clock laser is based on an external-cavity diode laser that is pre-stabilized to a high-finesse (f =
100, 000) cavity made of Ultra-Low Expansion (ULE) glass. To filter out high frequency phase noise we
use the cavity as a narrow optical transmission filter. The light transmitted through this cavity is injected
into a bare slave diode laser [16]. This injected diode laser is further stabilized to another high-finesse
(f = 300, 000) ULE glass cavity. The resulting laser line-width at a time of 100 seconds is below 100 Hz.
Slow drifts (0.1 Hz/sec) in the cavity resonance frequency are mitigated by periodic calibration of the laser
frequency to the optical clock transition. The two, optically-separated, levels used for force detection are
(5S 1
2
,m 1
2
= − 12 ) and (4D 52 ,m 52 =
1
2 ), hereafter denoted as
∣∣S, 12〉 and ∣∣D,− 12〉 respectively.
Under a constant-amplitude driving force which is far from resonance, the ion harmonic oscillator steady-
state motion is given by,
x (t) = x0 cos (2pifmt) =
F0
4pi2 (f2t − f2m)mion
cos (2pifmt) . (1)
Here, F0 is the force amplitude, mion = 87.9 amu is the ion mass, fm = 1.013 kHz and ft = 1.13 MHz are
the force driving frequency and trap harmonic frequency respectively. The amplitude of the ion motion is
linearly proportional to the amplitude of the driving force with a linear coefficient
(
4pi2
(
f2m − f2t
)
mion
)−1
.
With all above parameters pre-determined, F0 can be estimated from a measurement of the ion motion
amplitude.
The amplitude of motion is determined by a measurement of the associated Doppler shifts of the clock
transition using Ramsey spectroscopy. Initializing the ion in the an equal superposition of the clock states,
it will evolve in time as,
ψ(t) =
1√
2
(∣∣∣∣S, 12
〉
+ eiφclk(t)
∣∣∣∣D,−12
〉)
, (2)
where φclk(t) =
∫ t
0
δ (τ ′) dτ ′ and δ (τ) is the frequency difference between the resonance frequency of the ion
transition in its rest frame and the laser frequency at time τ . The periodically driven ion motion results in
a periodic Doppler shift and therefore,
φclk(t) =
2pix0√
2λ
[sin (2pifmt+ ξ)− sin (ξ)] . (3)
Here, λ is the laser wavelength and ξ is the phase of the driving force at the beginning of the Ramsey
sequence.
Since the clock superposition phase is periodically oscillating, for ξ = 0 it is maximal at quarter of the
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force cycle but will have a zero average at longer times. Moreover, optical phase noise will lead to dephasing
of the optical clock and loss of phase information. In order to accumulate the Doppler-shift phase over
multiple force cycles and prolong the clock coherence we used the quantum lock-in method [13]. To this end,
a train of optical echo pulses modulated the clock superposition. Each block in the modulation sequence
is composed of a wait time τ followed by a pi-pulse on the optical clock transition and another equal wait
time τ . This block is repeated n times. Using this sequence the superposition phase is modulated during
the Ramsey sequence; φclk(t) =
∫ t
0
δ (τ ′, ξ)Fmod (τ ′, τ, n) dτ ′; where the modulation function,
Π
(
t
2nτ
)[
Θ (t) + 2
∞∑
k=1
(−1)k Θ (t− (2k − 1) τ)
]
, (4)
is a square wave modulation, where Π
(
t
2τn
)
is a rectangular function which nulls outside the range
|t| < τn where it is equal unity and Θ (t) is the Heaviside step function. An example modulation for n = 4
is plotted in Fig. 1a. Modulating the phase improves on the measurement signal-to-noise-ratio in two ways.
First, by choosing τ and ξ correctly, e.g., τ = 14fm and ξ = 0, the phase of the superposition accumulates over
multiple force cycles rather than oscillating around a zero mean. For the above choice the phase evolution
will be φclk(t) =
4pi2√
2λ
fmx0
∫ t
0
|cos (2pifmτ ′)| dτ ′. In addition, this modulation dynamically decouples the ion
from noise components at frequencies other than harmonic multiples of 14τ [10]. It should be noted that
other modulation sequences can be chosen as well, as long as they have a good spectral overlap with the
force frequency. Here we use a train of echo pulses, which result-in a square wave phase modulation, due to
its implementation simplicity and short exposure of the superposition states to light.
The experiment sequence was as follows. The ion was constantly driven by an oscillating force resulting
in periodic motion as in Eq. (1). Its electronic state was initialized to
∣∣S,− 12〉, using optical pumping to∣∣S, 12〉 followed by a radio-frequency pi pulse. After initialization, a clock laser pi2 pulse initialized the equal
superposition of clock state in Eq. (2). This pulse was timed by an external trigger at a constant phase of
the driving force to determine ξ. Subsequently, the modulation sequence of n echo pulses described above,
with τ = 12fmod, was executed. The sequence concluded with a second clock laser
pi
2 pulse, with laser phase
φ relative to the initial pi2 pulse phase. Following the Ramsey experiment the ion state was detected using
state-selective fluorescence.
Figure 2a shows the probability of finding the ion in the D level after the Quantum lock-in sequence as
a function of the second pi2 pulse phase, φ. The superposition phase, φclk, was estimated by a maximum
likelihood fit of our data to f (φ) = 12 +
C
2 cos (φ− φclk), where C accounts for fringe contrast reduction due
to dephasing. Such a reduction in contrast will compromise the phase estimation accuracy. To extract the
modulating force from the φclk, ξ and fm have to be precisely known. To avoid systematic uncertainties in
these two parameters we scanned both τ and ξ and measured φclk for every value. The expected φclk for
every τ and ξ can be analytically calculated to be,
4
φclk =
4pix0√
2λ
cos
(
2pifnτ + ξ + npi2
)
cos (2pifτ)
sin
(
2pifnτ − npi
2
)
sin2 (pifτ) . (5)
The theoretically calculated φclk vs. τ and ξ and our experimental results are shown in Figures 2b and 2c
respectively, for a lock-in sequence with n = 10 and fm = 1013Hz. As seen, our results are in good agreement
with the theoretical predictions. We estimated the motion amplitude of the ion to be x0 = 117.5± 0.5 nm,
by a maximum likelihood fit of Eq. 5 to the data. Since no significant reduction of contrast was observed,
the uncertainty in our measurement was dominated by quantum projection noise. Using Eq. 1 we inferred a
force magnitude of F0 = 8.64± 0.03× 10−19 N . With a total experiment time of roughly 9 Hours, our force
estimation sensitivity is 5.3× 10−19 N√
Hz
.
Thus far we treated the case in which the frequency and the phase of force exerted on the ion are
coherently locked with respect to to the lock-in sequence. However, in many cases, the phase of the force
is unknown, and perhaps also changes with time. In the case where there is a continuous force spectrum,
decoherence spectroscopy can be used in the limit of a Gaussian distributed or sufficiently weak force which
imparts small (<< 2pi) phases on the clock superposition to estimate the force spectral density [17, 18, 19].
In cases where the force spectrum is composed of discrete tones, the clock superposition can be used as
force frequency and amplitude detector with sub-Fourier frequency estimation [10]. To demonstrate such
incoherent force estimation, we repeated our measurements without triggering the quantum lock-in sequence
at a constant force phase. Since the experiment is repeated at a rate which is incommensurate with the
force frequency, the phase ξ is sampled with uniformed probability in different repetitions of the experiment.
After averaging over all possible ξ the quantum lock-in fringe contrast can be shown to be given by [10],
C(τ, n) =
1
2
+
1
2
J0
(
4pix0√
2λ
sin
(
2pifnτ − npi2
)
sin2 (pifτ)
cos (2pifτ)
)
, (6)
where J0 is the zero-order Bessel function of the first kind. The contrast, C(τ, n) is estimated by maximum
likelihood fits to quantum lock-in phase scans as ion the coherent force detection case. Four example fringes
are shown in Fig. 3a showing the effect of noise with the same force amplitude, but different τ values.
As seen, initially C(τ, n) decreases with increased τ , resulting in larger phase variance due to the random
Doppler shift, until when the phase variance approaches pi/2 the fringe contrast nearly vanishes. However,
as τ is further increased the fringe contrast re-appears with a pi phase shift (negative C(τ, n)). This is due to
the fact that when the phase variance approaches pi the different realizations partially re-phase and overlap.
The measured contrast, C(τ, n), for an un-synchronized force detection is shown in Fig. 3b,3c for n = 10, 20
respectively. The endcap modulation was similar to the synchronized experiment - amplitude of 30 mV and
frequency of fm = 1013 Hz. Each contrast measurement was performed twice - with and without a driving
force. The measured contrast was taken to be the ratio between the two measurements, in order to reject
contrast decrease due to un-related effects, such as laser phase noise or D level spontaneous decay. The solid
line is a maximum likelihood fit of Eq. 6 to our data. We used two fit parameters, the motion amplitude
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x0 and the modulation frequency fm. As seen, the theoretical prediction of Eq. 6 and our measured data
are in good agreement. The frequency we measure is fm = 1015± 2 Hz. In both cases, the fitted value for
fm was within a 4 Hz wide 95% confidence interval around the actual value. As mentioned above, with this
method the frequency of the force can be estimated with sub-Fourier uncertainty [10], that results from the
non-linear response of the ion to the force drive that generates the narrow features appearing in Fig. 3b, 3c.
The motion amplitude was estimated by the fit to be x0 = 116±3 nm and x0 = 115±4 nm, corresponding to
F0 = 8.54±0.2×10−19 N and F0 = 8.47±0.3×10−19 N for n = 10, 20 pulses respectively. The measurement
sensitivity for n = 10, 20 was 1.7 × 10−18 N√
Hz
and 2 × 10−18 N√
Hz
respectively. This result agrees with the
force amplitude estimated in the case when the force phase was known.
To conclude, we demonstrated an oscillating-force detection method using a single trapped ion. Our
method uses an optical clock superposition phase as a measure of the ion amplitude of motion. We used a
quantum lock-in technic in order to amplify the desired signal while reducing the effect of unwanted spectral
components with dynamic decoupling. This technique allows us to measure forces at low frequencies, much
lower than the trapping frequency. We demonstrated different methods for the case in which the phase of
the oscillating force is known and for the case when it is unknown, and we got sensitivity of 5.3× 10−19 N√
Hz
.
This sort of measurement can be useful for sensitive detection of electric fields close to a surface.
During the writing stages of this manuscript we become aware of a similar theoretical proposal for force
sensing [20]. This work was supported by the Crown Photonics Center, ICore-Israeli excellence center circle of
light, the Israeli Science Foundation, the Israeli Ministry of Science Technology and Space, and the European
Research Council (consolidator grant 616919-Ionology)
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Figure 1: (a) Modulation function Fmod (t, τ, n = 4) (upper timeline) and the corresponding experimental
pulse sequence (lower timeline). (b) 88Sr+ ion relevant level scheme, levels lifetime and laser wavelengths.
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Figure 2: Experimental results of quantum lock-in force measurement. (a) A typical Ramsey fringe from
which the superposition phase is estimated. (b) Measured Phase as a function of τ and ξ. Each point on the
plot corresponds to the phase extracted from a measurement similar to (a). The phase offset ξ is affected by
different technical delays in our system. (c) Theoretical calculation for (b) using Eq. 5 with A = 2pix0√
2λ
and
ξ as fitted from (b). The calculated value for the phase amplitude is A = 0.774 ± 0.004 rad, corresponding
to x0 = 117.5± 0.5 nm and F0 = 8.64± 0.03× 10−19 N .
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Figure 3: Experiment results of a-synchronous force measurement. (a) Four different contrast fringes
measured at different modulation frequencies for n = 10 echo pulses. As the ion modulation frequency
approaches the force modulation frequency (1013 Hz) the phase variance increases and the fringe contrast
decays. The last fringe (1136 Hz) shows partial re-phasing due to the topology of the Bloch sphere. (b),(c)
Measured contrast as a function of τ with n = 10, 20 echo pulses correspondingly. Each point on the plot
corresponds to the contrast extracted from a measurement similar to (a). The fit correspond to Eq. 6.
The calculated value for the ion motion amplitudes is x0 = 116 ± 3 nm and x0 = 115 ± 4 nm, and the
corresponding force amplitudes are F0 = 8.54± 0.2× 10−19 N and F0 = 8.47± 0.3× 10−19 N for n = 10, 20
pulses respectively.
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